
 

The entire Cambridge Analytica Expose was produced By
Hillary Clinton's insider Carole Cadwalladr

Winnith says Cadwalladr is a Clinton plant 
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Carole Cadwalladr, the death
threats, the Guardian and the
Russian meddling in
Brexit canard
 

Please share this article with your comrades in revolutionary capitalism 
 
- Tom Winnifrith

I see that Guardian journalist Carole Cadwalladr is complaining
that she has received death threats after writing what she, without
any justification, claimed to be an expose of Russian meddling in
the Brexit vote. Let us be clear: Carole is talking shite on the
Russians, as she does on almost everything, as I noted here, but
death threats against journalists are always utterly wrong. I speak
as a journalist who has received death threats. 

 
Natch the old Bill did sweet FA about those I received for having the
audacity to expose Quindell as the Stockmarket's biggest fraud in
thirty years - you need to be an MP like Anna Soubry or a celeb or
shagging Tom Daley to get any joy out of the rozzers these days.
And as such folks like Carole and myself have a sad choice: write
about fluffy kittens and so be loved by everyone or expose things (or
in Carole's case make them up) and get grief. 
 
And so in every respect I sympathise with Carole and defend her
right to carry on writing. But equally I should point out that she,
Theresa May and others are just talking utter shite about the
Russians and Brexit. On new media it has now been established that
of 22.6 million tweets opposing Brexit, 416 came from folks who are
likely to be linked to Russian agencies. Can anyone say that this is
really significant? How many tweets went out reminding us of
President Hopey Change's American intervention in Brexit on behalf
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of Project Fear? A stack more than 416. 
 
I do not believe that many of the 48% were swayed by the Nobel
Peace prize winning man, who did so much to make Syria the
country it is today, with his interventions. But equally is it really
credible to suggest that those 416 tweets swayed any of the 17.4
million of us who voted for Brexit? Yet Mrs May, the Guardian and
other remoaners continue to state otherwise. 
 
Carole Cadwalladr's big thesis is that Russian cash found its way to
fund the Brexit campaign and the link man here is Arron Banks who
is married to a Russian and therefore clearly suspect. Carole has
missed out that my uncle Chris Booker who has written about the
evils of the EU for three decades is also married to a half Russian. I
suggest that she half implicates him too. 
 
Admittedly the finances of Banks are mysterious. He did pump £9
million into the campaign yet his finances elsewhere seem stretched.
Where did that cash come from. Let's go to the Channel 4 website: 
 
In a statement, Mr Banks said: “The Leave. EU campaign was
funded by myself, Peter Hargreaves and the general public . . . My
sole involvement with ‘the Russians’ was a boozy 6 hour lunch with
the Ambassador where we drank the place dry.” 
 
In an interview with Banks earlier this year, the Guardian quoted him
as saying that “we had no Russian money into Brexit”. 
 
The journalist conducting the interview, Carole Cadwalladr, wrote
that the comment “would be a perfectly reasonable answer, if he had
been asked if Russia had put money into Brexit. But he hadn’t. He
asked and answered his own question”. 
 
Ends. 
 
I suspect that some of the Banks cash may have come from non UK
sources - he has a number of Eurosceptic pals in the Isle of Man.
And that might be an issue for him and it is right that his funding be



looked into. But there is really no hard evidence at this point, or
indeed any evidence at all, that Russian cash was involved. 
 
In every election where the lefty establishment is threatened or
beaten they now play the Russia card. And they do so without any
evidence at all. In the case of Trump the smear is based on a clearly
very dodgy dossier paid for - it has now emerged - by his opponent,
crooked Hillary. In the case of Brexit there is not even a dodgy
dossier. There is just nothing but assertion without evidence. But if
Carole and the Guardian wish to write articles pretending otherwise
for their dwindling readership that is something they should have
every right to do without threat.
- Tom Winnifrith

The liberal remoaning elite have spent the past year bleating on
about Russian interference in the Brexit referendum. Loons like,
person of the people, Carole Cadwalladr of the Guardian and all
the folks at Channel 4 fake News have droned on ad nauseam.
Sure there were only about 1000 tweets from Russian state
related accounts on Brexit but that caused all 17.4 million of us to
vote the wrong way. There is no evidence but that will not stop the

Russian "exposes". 
 
The remoaners argue, correctly,  that foreign interference in a
domestic vote is wrong. Oddly they did not complain when President
Obama weighed in to intervene but folks like the Guardian editorial
team operate in a post fact world where there is no need to be
consistent. 
 
So this week we learned that Hungarian American George Soros
has given £700,000 to groups trying to overturn the referendum.
Give her dues even the high priestess of barking mad metropolitan
elitist remoaning, Gina Miller, says this is wrong. But most in the
liberal media thing there is nothing to see here. 
 
Thus, on Channel 4 Fake News, Krishnan Guru-Murthy, found
himself interviewing Brexit supporting Richard Tice about the matter.
Krishnan went straight for the smear as you can see below noting
"There have been allegations of a nasty undertone in that George
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Soros, who throughout he's life has been attacked in an antisemitic
way. That's been denied by various people today but what do you
say to this allegation.


